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Simultaneous Elections in India 
 

YASHWANTH A S1 
 

ABSTRACT 

‘Simultaneous Elections’ is defined as structuring the Indian election cycle in a manner 

such that elections to Lok Sabha and State Assemblies are synchronized together. 

Indian polity is perennially in an election mode. On an average 5-7 Assembly elections 

happen every year. Such frequent electoral cycles end up negatively impacting 

administrative and developmental activities in the poll-bound states and impacts the 

larger governance process in general. There is a serious need to evolve a mechanism to 

end this frequent cycle of elections. When an Institutional has to take on the work of 

others, as the institutions have neglected their duties, Courts has to step in. This has 

yielded in several Statutory Results. 

The Commission noted that simultaneous elections cannot be held within the existing 

framework of the Constitution.  Simultaneous elections may be conducted to Lok Sabha 

and state Legislative Assemblies through appropriate amendments to the Constitution, the 

Representation of the People Act 1951, and the Rules of Procedure of Lok Sabha and 

state Assemblies.  The Commission also suggested that at least 50% of the states should 

ratify the constitutional amendments. 

Brief Review of Urges Are:- 

The key problem is that the Parliamentary System and the Electoral System from which it 

springs are fragmenting the electorate. 

On the other hand, the system is not yielding persons who have the competence, 

dedication and integrity to govern the billion people. Correspondingly, we should devise 

ways which improve the chances of getting a better type to man to execute. 

Thereafter, we should built, the balance away from Legislatures towards the Executive. 

We should seek to secure accountability through Institutions other than Legislatures. In 

particular, we should strengthen the powers and Role of our Judiciary System. 

Ultimately, our Legislatures have to be understood the Rules and Regulations have to be 

made powerful under the Constitution for our Judiciary System for the welfare of people 

who are residing in India. 

Constitutional Basis of Simultaneous Elections:- 

Niti Ayog defined ‘Simultaneous Elections’ as “Structuring the Indian election cycle in a 
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manner that elections to Loksabha and State Assemblies are synchronized together.” 

Simultaneous Elections were held in 1951-52, 1957, 1962 and 1967. The cycle was 

disrupted due to premature dissolution of assemblies, in 1970. Loksabha, too, was 

dissolved early. The Election Commission has suggested as early as 1983 that a system 

should be evolved so that elections to Loksabha and State Legislature Assemblies could 

be held simultaneously. 

Justice B.P. Jeevan Reddy headed in Law Commission said in its 170th report in May 

1999 that: “We must go back to the situation where the elections to Loksabha and all the 

Legislative Assemblies are held at once” 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
‘Simultaneous Elections’ is defined as structuring the Indian election cycle in a manner such 

that elections to Lok Sabha and State Assemblies are synchronized together. 

Indian polity is perennially in an election mode. On an average 5-7 Assembly elections 

happen every year. Such frequent electoral cycles end up negatively impacting administrative 

and developmental activities in the poll-bound states and impacts the larger governance 

process in general. There is a serious need to evolve a mechanism to end this frequent cycle 

of elections. When an Institutional has to take on the work of others, as the institutions have 

neglected their duties, Courts has to step in. This has yielded in several Statutory Results. 

The Commission noted that simultaneous elections cannot be held within the existing 

framework of the Constitution.  Simultaneous elections may be conducted to Lok Sabha and 

state Legislative Assemblies through appropriate amendments to the Constitution, the 

Representation of the People Act 1951, and the Rules of Procedure of Lok Sabha and state 

Assemblies.  The Commission also suggested that at least 50% of the states should ratify the 

constitutional amendments. 

II. BRIEF REVIEW OF URGES ARE:- 

The key problem is that the Parliamentary System and the Electoral System from which it 

springs are fragmenting the electorate. 

On the other hand, the system is not yielding persons who have the competence, dedication 

and integrity to govern the billion people. Correspondingly, we should devise ways which 

improve the chances of getting a better type to man to execute. 

Thereafter, we should built, the balance away from Legislatures towards the Executive. We 

should seek to secure accountability through Institutions other than Legislatures. In 
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particular, we should strengthen the powers and Role of our Judiciary System. 

Ultimately, our Legislatures have to be understood the Rules and Regulations have to be 

made powerful under the Constitution for our Judiciary System for the welfare of people who 

are residing in India. 

III. CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS OF SIMULTANEOUS ELECTIONS:- 

Niti Ayog defined ‘Simultaneous Elections’ as “Structuring the Indian election cycle in a 

manner that elections to Loksabha and State Assemblies are synchronized together.” 

Simultaneous Elections were held in 1951-52, 1957, 1962 and 1967. The cycle was disrupted 

due to premature dissolution of assemblies, in 1970. Loksabha, too, was dissolved early. The 

Election Commission has suggested as early as 1983 that a system should be evolved so that 

elections to Loksabha and State Legislature Assemblies could be held simultaneously. 

Justice B.P. Jeevan Reddy headed in Law Commission said in its 170th report in May 1999 

that: “We must go back to the situation where the elections to Loksabha and all the 

Legislative Assemblies are held at once” 

IV. EFFECT OF FREQUENT ELECTIONS: 

There is an administrative machinery to be taken into account and the expenses incurred. 

Frequent elections pose a huge burden on resources both manpower and financial. The model 

Code of Conduct put on holds all the development programmed. Elections are huge 

disruptions in normal life. Security personal and Government officials are effectively put on 

election duty for many months in a year. The recurring engagement of teachers for election 

duty, as a result of which students will suffer. 

Federalism is said to promote more efficiency in governance, be it politically and 

economically. For better stability and prosperity of the nation, it is necessary that federal 

structure exists. Division of power under union list, state list and concurrent list, existence of 

so many regional political parties and active political structures in each state shows that India 

has been a successful federal structure so far. 

V. BENEFITS OF HOLDING SIMULTANEOUS ELECTIONS: 

It can also be means to curb corruption and build a more conducive socio economic system. 

While the Election Commission efforts to curb illicit finances are laudable, elections continue 

to be a conduct for corruption. 

The cost of elections runs into thousands of cores and has been a rising steadily. The 
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opportunity cost of these lost resources is too high to ignore as India is a resource constrained 

developing economy. 

- The massive expenditure that is currently incurred for the conduct of separate 

elections. 

- The policy paralysis that results from the imposition of the Model Code of Conduct 

during election time.  

VI. RECOMMENDATION OF THE LAW COMMISSION: 

The committee referred to the recommendation of the Law Commission of India, which has 

suggested that, “Elections of State Assemblies whose term ends 6 months after the general 

elections to Loksabha can be clubbed together.” However, the results of such elections can be 

declared at the end of the Assembly’s tenure. 

79th report of the parliamentary standing committee on Law and Justice recommended a 

two-phase election schedule – one concurrent with Lok Sabha elections, the second in the 

mid-term of the Lok Sabha. 

The report also recommended that in order to hold early elections to Lok Sabha and state 

legislative assemblies, one of two conditions must be met: 

(i) A motion for an early general election must be agreed to by at least two-thirds of 

all members of the House; or 

(ii) A no-confidence motion must be passed by the House, and with no alternative 

government being confirmed within 14 days of passing a confidence motion. 

(iii) The report concluded that such a reform was “important for India if it is to 

compete with other nations in developmental agenda on real time basis as a 

robust, democratic country.” 

VII. CRITICAL ASSESSMENT: 

Critics say amending the Constitution to effect simultaneous elections would fundamentally 

after its democratic and federal character. India is “Union of States” that has their own 

directly elected Governments and fixing a term adversely affects this right. 

Law Commission of India in its 170th report (1999) recommended simultaneous elections 

to Lok Sabha and State Legislative. It suggested that elections to the legislative assemblies, 

whose term ends six months after the general elections to Lok Sabha, can be clubbed 

together. However, the results of such elections can be declared at the end of the assembly’s 
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tenure. 

It would be highly premature if a one-shift model is approached immediately. A complete 

shift at one time to conduct simultaneous elections may fail due to lack of experience, heavy 

expenditure at a single time and changing dynamics of politics. The preliminary level 

requires ground work and slower approach to attain the goal of simultaneous elections. The 

model for conducting two-phased simultaneous election is also suggested where some state 

assembly elections would conduct elections with Lok Sabha, while others would conduct 

elections in the mid-term of Lok Sabha. This suggestion comes along with suggestion of 

holding elections every 2.5 years till they become synchronised. 

In another suggestion, the gap between the two phases is again suggested to be minimum to 

avoid further chaos. However, expenditure which may occur altogether has to be estimated. 

Such models should not exclude the inclusion of local self-government elections in the 

process. The idea of simultaneous elections includes it as well. The system of no confidence 

motion and the anti-defection laws also call for relaxation. It has been suggested that the 

party bringing no-confidence motion must also vote upon alternative, subsequently bringing a 

confidence motion. Relaxations must be provided in anti-defection laws to avoid hung 

parliaments. 

VIII. CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM: 

While the European model of holding simultaneous elections may seem as enticing for India 

as the presence of riverside cafes and cycle lanes, it comes with a clause that India may not 

yet be politically ready for: a constructive vote of no-confidence. 

Here, whether in India or in Indore, we are familiar with the no-confidence motion. 

Governments at the Centre and states have had the rug pulled from under their feet — most 

famously on April 17, 1999 when the Atal Bihari Vajpayee government succumbed to a no-

confidence motion vote when its NDA ally AIADMK withdrew support on J Jayalalithaa’s 

orders. Fresh polls were called, India lame-ducked for six months, after which Vajpayee’s 

BJP-led NDA was reinstalled in October. 

Keeping politicians on their electoral toes via polls is actually as distracting for governance as 

listening to listeners’ requests is distracting for a radio jockey playing listeners’ requests. For 

a country that’s really a union-nation of ‘countries’, keeping the sushi belt of elections 

running is the least worst option if you have the best for representative democracy — rather 

than chartered democrountancy — in mind. 
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If the simultaneous election comes in place, the right of a voter to exercise her choice twice in 

a span of five years will reduce. The voter cannot hold governments accountable is much 

more important than just casting the vote once and has to wait another five years to express 

his/her opinion. Limiting the chance to express his displeasure or voice his opinions against 

the activities of the government will serve has an obstacle against Indian democracy. Other 

democratic questions. 

Chief Election Commissioner Om Prakash Rawat had a word of caution on simultaneous 

polls when he recently said that the legal framework required for holding of the two elections 

together will take a “lot of time” to get ready. 

“We cannot put the cart before the horse. Logistical issues are subservient to legal 

framework. Unless legal framework is in place, we don’t have to talk about anything else 

because legal framework will take a lot of time, making constitutional amendment to 

(changing) the law, all the process will take time,” he said. 

He had said once the legal framework is ready, the EC will deliver. “… EC is a creation of 

the Constitution. We have to perform willy-nilly, deliver the election, whatever way 

prescribed in the law,” he had said. 

IX. CONCLUSION: 

Holding simultaneous elections is not merely about elections, it is about stable governance. 

Such a sensitive and far reaching reform requires unanimous support from all the political 

parties. Parliamentary Committee reports have proposed implementable roadmaps for 

simultaneous elections. 

On the other hand, one should learn to walk before running, there are several electoral 

reforms waiting in line before any political party should think about the simultaneous 

elections. Transparency of funding, paid news on polls prediction, stopping one candidate 

from more than one seat and most important the passage of the Women’s Reservation Bill. 

Finally, implementing the simultaneous elections before taking all these much awaited 

reforms into account will only be a symbolic change. 
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